Pathologists can now easily view and incorporate relevant clinical results into their Anatomic Pathology reports

NovoPath, Inc. introduces the Clinical Results Management module add-on to its NovoPath™ Anatomic Pathology (AP) Software to support the growing demand for AP and Clinical results integration. This module offers a simple way to view clinical results in an organized and tabulated format. These results may be used as a reference by the pathologist, or included in the patient’s report for a comprehensive clinical and AP report.

This module augments NovoPath’s seamless data exchange with clinical instruments and systems by storing and viewing discrete clinical results and associated flags and ranges in NovoPath™. With this module, NovoPath™ gives AP labs the power to produce clinical only reporting.

- Automatically import clinical results and relevant notations in an easy to read, organized and tabulated format
- Easily view and access clinical results within NovoPath™ for a comprehensive perspective
- Store clinical-only or clinical and AP results in one patient record and under a single accession for same day tests
- Generate sophisticated and integrated clinical and AP reports, clinical-only reports, or AP only reports
- Produce customizable trending reports and correlate with AP results using the discrete clinical and AP data stored in NovoPath™

CONTACT:
To find out more about Clinical Resulting from NovoPath™, contact your sales rep at: 877-668-6123, email us at: sales@novopath.com, visit www.novopath.com or www.facebook.com/novopath.